
SUNSET BY THE LAKE 
64 count / 2wall / intermediate linedance  

      
Choreography: Ole Jacobson feat. Nina K. 04/2019 
   
Music:   Kevin Fowler - That Girl 
 

Start after 4 beats (on the word Sunset) 
 
 
1-8       Stomp, swivel, stomp, kick-ball-cross  
1-4 RF stamp to the right - turn L heel to the right - L Toe to the right turn - LF stamp beside RF  
5&6 LF kick forward - LF beside RF - RF cross over LF  
7&8 LF kick forward - LF beside RF - RF cross over LF 
 
9-16     Stomp, swivel, stomp, kick-ball-cross 
1-4 LF stamp to the left - turn R heel to the left - R Toe to the left turn - RF stamp beside LF  
5&6 RF kick forward - RF beside LF - LF cross over RF  
7&8 RF kick forward - RF beside LF - LF cross over RF 
 
17-24   Rocking chair with 1/4 turn L, side, behind, chasse R,  with 1/4 R 
1,2 RF step forward - weight back on LF 
3,4 1/4 L-turn on LF, RF step to the rear - weight forwards on LF (9:00) 
5.6 RF step to the right - LF cross behind RF  
7&8 RF step to the right - LF at RF - 1/4 R-turn, RF step forward (12:00) 
 
25-32   Pivot 1/2 R,  chassee L with 1/4 turn R, jazzbox  
1,2 LF step forward - 1/2 R-turn on both  (06:00) 
3&4 1/4 R-turn, LF step to the left - RF at LF - LF step to the left (09:00) 
5-8 RF cross over LF - LF small step to the rear - RF small step to the right - LF beside RF  
(Restart 3. 5. Wall; into the 7.Wach additionally one Count (&) a retarded hitch also with RF attach here  and Restart) 
(12:00) 
 
33-40   Walk, walk, kick, back, hold, back, recover  
1,2 RF step forward - LF stwp forward 
3,4 RF 2 x kickit forward 
5,6 RF step back - hold 
7,8 LF step back - weight forwards on RF 
  
41-48   Walk, walk, kick, back, hold, back, recover  
1,2 LF step forward - RF step forward 
3,4 LF 2 x kickit forward 
5,6 LF step back - hold 
7,8 RF step back - weight forwards on LF 
 
49-56   Step, lock, step, scuff, side, recover with 1/4 turn R, cross, hold 
1,2 RF step forward - LF cross behind RF  
3,4 RF step forward - LHeel swing forward 
5,6       1/4 R-turn, LF step to the left - weight back on RF (12:00) 
7,8        LF before RF - hold 
 
57-64    Jazzbox, heel grind 1/4 R, back, recover 
1,2        RF cross over LF - LF small step back 
3,4        RF small step to the right - LF before RF  
(Restart in der 1. Wand) 
5,6 RHeel in front put (Toe shows to the left) - 1/4 R-turn, to LF on step back (03:00) 
7,8       RF step back - weight forward on LF 
 
..and from the beginn 
 
 
TAG  always on 12:00 (see description) 
 - in the 1.Wand restart after 60 Counts 
 - in the 3. &  5. Restart wound after 32 Counts  
 - add a count (&) as Hitch (raise RKnie) in the 7th watch after 32 counts and restart (12:00) 
 
FINISH 
at the end of the last wall, after the heel grind, dance a jazzbox 1/2 R, stomp (R + L). Dance ends at 12:00 

 


